
 

      

PRESS RELEASE – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SEGA ANNOUNCES FULL AUTO™ 2: BATTLELINES 
FOR SONY’S PLAYSTATION 3 CONSOLE

 High-Speed Vehicular Mayhem Blasts its Way onto Sony’s Next-Gen Console 

SAN FRANCISCO & LONDON (2nd May, 2006) – SEGA® of America, Inc. and SEGA

Europe Ltd. today announced Full Auto™2: Battlelines developed for the PlayStation® 3

computer  entertainment  system. Full  Auto  2:  Battlelines  combines  weapon-equipped

vehicles with fully destructible urban environments for fierce car combat and calculated

destruction.  Full  Auto 2: Battlelines also introduces a new Arena Mode featuring  six

different arenas specifically designed to allow for one of a kind multiplayer car combat. 

Environmental destruction plays an important role in  Full Auto 2: Battlelines. Players

strategically destroy the environment to dynamically change track conditions. As original

racing lines are blocked and new paths are opened up. Environmental destruction can also

be used as a weapon as cars are crushed by falling debris caused by well timed missiles. 

“Full Auto 2: Battlelines features some of the most destructible environments ever seen in

a video game,” said Scott A. Steinberg, Vice President of Marketing, SEGA of America,

Inc.  “The  intentional  destruction  of  the  environment  will  play  an  integral  role  in

gameplay as classic racing lines are altered or removed completely by savvy players with

well executed long range missile tactics.”

Full  Auto 2: Battlelines  has been combat-enhanced with an extensive  list  of features

entirely  new  to  the  franchise.  Combatants  will  have  access  to  over  25  different

customisable  vehicles  ranging  from classic  muscle  cars  and  low riders  to  monstrous

SUV’s and heavy industry vehicles, with a multitude of outrageous paint schemes, and

numerous wheel styles. Players can customise combinations of over 20 different weapons

before  obliterating  the  competition  in  explosive  style  and grace  on  over  20 different

tracks. 

-more-



Full  Auto  2:  Battlelines features  a  multi-path  single-player  campaign  and  numerous

online  multiplayer  arenas  upping  the  destruction  ante.  The  game  is  packed  with  six

different  carnage-filled  multiplayer  game  modes  perfect  for  team-play.  These  modes

range from classic Deathmatches and Base Assaults to Gladiator-style gameplay. 

Developed  by  Pseudo  Interactive, Full  Auto  2:  Battlelines also  features  the  popular

“Unwreck™”  feature  allowing  players  to  rewind  time  and  get  a  second  chance  at

escaping death. All of these features culminate in the most exhilarating combat-racing

experience in single-player and online multiplayer modes available for the PlayStation 3.

Key Product Features

• Destroy and conquer: Destroy the city to find shortcuts and block opponents… 
or even use the city as a weapon. Shoot everything in sight, to set off massive 
chain reactions of explosions throughout the fully destructible environment to 
overwhelm and obliterate opponents. 

• Six unique game modes: Take up the gauntlet in the all-new Arena Mode and 
outrun and blast your way to victory with 8 online opponents in various 
modes including Gladiator, Base Assault, and Team Deathmatch. 

• Single-player story based Career Mode: Battle for Staunton City by conquering
six different districts and taking control of your opponents’ cars and weapons.

• Customisable weapon combinations: Mix and match 20 hardcore weapons to 
blow away your opponents.

• High-quality PlayStation 3 visuals: Breathtaking displays of destruction, 
physics, and speed; push the next-generation technological boundaries to the 
limit.

• Unwreck: Rewind time to take another shot at a treacherous turn, avoid a deadly 
obstacle, or steer clear of enemy fire.
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